
NJHA Shows and COVID-19 
 

As we get back to showing with NJHA, we need to be mindful of everyone’s safety, 
both inside and outside the show ring. With that in mind, the club directors have 
listed below some needed guidelines that are also in keeping with our NJ Governor’s 
regulations and the Federal CDC.  
 

 All spectators, trainers , and exhibitors must agree to random       
            body temperature monitoring by NJHA. 
 

 Masks should be worn when not mounted or when in the indoor arena 
around other people. Coaches/trainers can remove their masks when 
coaching in the show arena.  
 

 6 foot social distancing should be practiced at all times and congregating 
should be avoided when possible.  

 
 Please bring extra hand sanitizer and put some in your show bag. Please be 

sure to use it throughout the day.  
 

 We are going to use the holding area for exhibitors preparing to show in the 
next division and trainers to stand in while coaching their students when 
showing.  All other spectators should view the classes from either of the long 
sides of the indoor show arena. 

 
 We are going to try something different and rearrange our class schedule to 

help with social distancing and congregating. When a class is showing, we 
will ask that the holding area be cleared and only those showing in the next 
division come into the holding area. This should reduce “congregating” in the 
indoor.  
 

 We will be implementing a separate “In” and “Out” gate. 
 
 
Please be sure to check NJHA’s website for online registration, NJHA Release of 
Liability form, and the Dream Park Release of Liability form. 
 
Thank you in advance for making every effort to adhere to these guidelines and 
ensuring the safety of everyone. We are looking forward to seeing and showing with 
all of you again!  


